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Summary

Magnetic Resonance Elastography (MRE) is a rapidly developing, non-invasive, precise and reproducible imaging technique used for imaging the mechanical properties of tissues and for quantitative evaluation of shear wave propagation in the examined tissues.

Magnetic resonance elastography based on three general steps, which can be described as induction of shear wave with a frequency of 50 - 5000 Hz in the tissue, then imaging of propagation of the waves inside the body (organ) using a special phase-contrast MRI technique and after all processing the acquired data in order to generate images which reveal tissue stiffness.

MRE enables detection and grading of chronic hepatic fibrosis. It can be used to monitor the response to treatment or to evaluate the progress of the disease. Attempts are made to use elastography in the assessment of different organs such as liver, heart, breast, lungs, kidneys, prostate, brain tissue and spinal cord, cartilages, muscles and bones.
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INTRODUCTION

Magnetic Resonance Elastography (MRE) is a rapidly developing, non-invasive, precise and reproducible imaging technique used for imaging the mechanical properties of tissues. To put it simply: this is an imaging technique comparable to palpation – a method that is broadly used by general practitioners.
Palpation, a method that enabled the tactile evaluation of mechanical properties of both healthy and pathological tissues, had remained the only qualitative diagnostic tool in the detection of pathology for a long time. However, this technique can be used only for organs and lesions located superficially. It is used for prophylactic examinations of breasts as it enables detection of stiff, tuberous lesions that may evoke suspicion of a neoplastic lesion. Nevertheless, it lacks objectivism, as it depends on tactile the sensitivity of the examiner [1]. Unfortunately, none of the basic imaging modalities, i.e. neither US, nor CT or MRI, can depict the mechanical properties of tissues – a parameter which can be examined by palpation. The search for new imaging modalities led to the discovery of magnetic resonance elastography. Magnetic resonance elastography, discovered by professor Richard Ehrman and his associates from the Mayo Clinic, is used for quantitative evaluation of shear wave propagation in the examined tissues. The mechanical properties of tissues vary greatly, both in physiological and pathological conditions. Therefore, MRE seems to possess great diagnostic potential. MRE sequences are routinely used in patients of Mayo Clinic who undergo abdominal MR and since February 2007 doctors from Mayo Clinic have performed MRE in over 2400 patients. MRE can be performed using conventional MRI systems with appropriate hardware and software modifications [2, 3, 4]. MRE uses a modified MR imaging technique also known as phase-contrast technique, thanks to which spatial maps of elastic wave propagation can be generated. MRE is non-invasive, well tolerated by patients and does not require administration of contrast agents. MRE enables detection and grading of chronic hepatic fibrosis [2, 5, 6, 7, 8]. It can be used to monitor the response to treatment or to evaluate the progress of the disease. It has been successfully used in the diagnostics of the spread of hepatic fibrosis in the population of children [9] and in patients with HCV infection relapse after liver transplantation [10]. It is also used for identifying non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) among patients with non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). Research concerning the use of elastography in the determination of hepatic tumours has shown that it can be used as a guide for MRI-guided liver biopsy [11]. Magnetic resonance elastography develops in multiple directions as a non-invasive technique. Attempts are made to use elastography in the assessment of different organs such as liver [8, 12, 13], heart [14], breast [15], lungs [16, 17], kidneys [18], prostate [19, 20], brain tissue [21, 22], spinal cord [23], cartilages [24], muscles [25, 26] and bones [27].

ELASTICITY IMAGING

There are many possible options for imaging mechanical properties of tissues. Most of them use some kind of pressure or mechanical excitation of tissues. Moreover, they measure tissue response to this stimulation and calculate parameters which reflect the mechanical properties of the tissues accordingly.

Imaging of elasticity consists of: application of excitation, measuring tissue response to the stimulus used and estimating mechanical parameters.

Mechanical stress applied to tissue can be caused by internal (heart beat, breathing) [28, 29, 30], and external [21, 22, 31] sources of motion excitation. Stimulation can be classified as static or dynamic according to its temporal characteristics. Palpation can be classified as a static elasticity-measuring method. Static pressure is broadly used in imaging of the elasticity of tissues, and techniques that use it include strain-encoded imaging [32], elastography [33] and stimulated-echo elasticity imaging [34, 35]. Dynamic elicitation technique uses vibrations of 50-500 Hz and depicts the propagation of waves which are excited in the tissues. This is the basis used for ultrasound transient elastography [36, 37] and magnetic resonance elastography [38, 39, 40].

Measuring tissue response, i.e. the deformation of tissue caused by a stimulus is a critical component of tissue elasticity imaging. There are several different methods of measuring this response: optical, mechanical, ultrasonographic and magnetic resonance elastography. One of the first studies concerning tissue elasticity used visible light to measure the propagation of mechanical waves in order to depict elasticity and viscosity of tissues [41]. In the following years, other optical imaging modalities such as optical coherence tomography, and tissue Doppler optical coherence elastography were implemented. [42, 43, 44] Mechanical pressure sensors and accelerometers have also been used for measuring tissue response to stimulation [45, 46]. Ultrasonography is also widely used to visualise tissue elasticity. Tissue stiffness – elasticity acquired after external compression – is measured using ultrasound. This provides a quantitative impression of tissue elasticity. TE – transient elastography is one of the ultrasound methods
of elasticity imaging. In this technique, a special probe excites a single transient shear wave in the tissue, and tracks its propagation with the use of ultrasound [47, 48]. Although ultrasound imaging techniques are fast, inexpensive and widely used, they also have several limitations, such as: an appropriate acoustic window for ultrasound measurements is needed and the depth to which the measurements can be made, is limited and depends on the penetration of the ultrasound wave into tissue [49]. Obesity and ascites prove problematic in evaluating the liver. Moreover, liver elasticity is measured only on the 1 x 4 cm area over the right lobe of liver [50, 51]. The first attempts at measuring tissue movement using MRI technique were performed to evaluate the functioning and pathology of the heart [52, 53]. Later on, magnetic resonance elastography technique was developed. This technique was based on imaging of propagation of waves of specific frequency induced in tissues, and revealed values that corresponded to mechanical properties of the examined tissues [38, 54].

For quantitative imaging of tissue elasticity it is necessary to process the acquired data and estimate the mechanical properties of tissues. Basically, it is assumed for the purposes of elasticity imaging technique that tissues are linearly elastic, isotropic and possess Hooke’s elasticity, which enables implementation of the laws of mechanics concerning the relationship between the deformation of materials and the tension to be applied in such cases. Elastic properties which correspond to what was estimated in palpation can be expressed by Young’s modulus (E) or elastic modulus \( \mu \). For most soft tissues, E and \( \mu \) are related in such a way that: E is directly proportional to \( \mu \) (\( E = 3 \mu \)), which means that measuring Young’s modulus and elastic modulus gives the same information [49]. Most techniques that use quasi-static excitation calculate the displacement or deformation of the tissues as a qualitative indicator of basic mechanical properties [30, 32, 55]. In order to calculate the quantitative value of elastic modulus, it is necessary to determine the stress applied to the tissue, which is difficult and complicated. However using dynamic wave propagation technique, the quantitative value of tensile modulus (Young’s modulus) can be calculated on the basis of elastic wave propagation by using appropriate wave equations [38, 48].

MAGNETIC RESONANCE ELASTOGRAPHY

Magnetic resonance elastography is an imaging modality used to depict tissue elasticity; it uses mechanical waves for quantitative evaluation of the elastic longitudinal modulus of tissue [38]. This technology became available thanks to the upgrading of conventional MR scanners [2, 8, 56]. Magnetic resonance elastography based on three general steps, which can be briefly described:

- induction of shear wave with a frequency of 50-5000 Hz in the tissue,
- imaging of propagation of the waves inside the body (organ) using a special MRI technique
- processing the acquired data in order to generate images which reveal tissue stiffness [49].

Generating mechanical waves in tissue

Usually MRE uses single frequency vibrations ranging in frequency from 50 to 5000 Hz generated by an external appliance. Electric current supplied to these appliances is created by an induced signal generator and synchronised with MR impulse sequences, and is also amplified by an audio amplifier before it reaches the mechanical driver. The amplitude of vibrations which are induced in the tissue is very low and is within the range that is in accordance with the EU directive limiting professional exposure to vibrations of the whole body and extremities [57].

Several propelling mechanisms were developed over the years, each with its own advantages and disadvantages [58]. One of the widely used methods of generating vibrations necessary for MRE uses movement in coils used in acoustic speaker systems. Necessary vibrations are created using Lorentz forces but the static magnetic field comes from the permanent magnet which can be found in an acoustic speaker [8, 12]. The speaker with its permanent magnet must be placed out of the reach of the main MR magnet, and that is why this system requires an additional connecting component that transmits vibrations from the speaker to tissues. So that connecting tubes for pneumatic conduction of harmonic air pressure changes from the speaker to a passive drum acting as a driver kept in contact with the tissue (pressure-activated driver) are used. The components of the driver system that are near the patient are made of materials that do not generate artefacts on MRI scans. Because the driver has two components – the active one which generates vibrations and the passive one, which remains in contact with the tissue, the passive element can be adapted to any organ we are interested
Imaging of wave propagation

Measuring the motion of tissue induced by the driver in MRE is based on the phase-contrast MRI technique [59]. A dynamic phase-contrast technique was developed in which the propagation of shear waves is visible in MR scans thanks to the use of motion-encoding gradient (MEG) pairs. Conventional MR scanning is performed after continuous harmonic motion is induced in the tissue, and MEG oscillates at the same frequency as the motion induced in the tissue. The MR phase contribution $\phi$ can be written as an equation of motion but [38] a precise analysis of the equation is beyond the scope of this study.

Since gradients encoding motion, which are necessary for MR elastography, are a component of conventional MR impulse sequences, elastography can be performed using different magnetic resonance sequences. MRE impulse sequences are based on already available techniques such as: SE – spin echo, GRE – gradient-recalled echo, EPI – echo planar imaging, bSSSEP – balanced steady-state free precision [60, 61, 62, 63].

Mechanical parameter estimation

If we possess wave images that reflect shear wave propagation in the tissues mathematical inversion algorithms based on motion equations with simplifying assumptions such as homogeneity, isotropy, and incompressibility of the environment can be used. This enables shear modulus to be calculated, which in turn corresponds with the clinical interpretation of acquired images [49]. If the assumption of isotropy of the environment is made, the number of independent quantities is reduced from 21 to two Lame constants, i.e. $\lambda$ and $\mu$. These constant values are material constants which were introduced in order to simplify Hooke’s law and which control longitudinal and shear strains. The $\lambda$ Lame parameter is usually much greater than the shear modulus - $\mu$, which makes the calculation of both these constants at the same time impractical. The lambda effect can be neglected or deleted by filtering out the longitudinal motion wave with the use of a proper filter [64]. Shear modulus, also known as modulus of rigidity, $\mu$ (Kirchhoff-G modulus) is a complex quantity and can be expressed as $\mu_r + i\mu_i$ where $\mu_r$ is the storage modulus and $\mu_i$ is the loss modulus which reflects the attenuation in a viscoelastic medium. Shear wave speed and effective shear modulus can be calculated from the complex shear modulus using a simple equation $\mu = \rho V_s^2$, where $\rho$ indicates the density of the material (usually 1000 kg/m$^3$ in tissue for MRE), and $V_s$ is the wave speed of the shear wave. Using a simple harmonic wave equation wave speed can be written as a product of the wavelength and the frequency. Hence, early MRE analyses based on measuring shear wavelength and were performed manually. Automatically-calculating algorithms were developed, such as phase-gradient (PG), local frequency estimation (LFE) [65] and the direct inversion (DI) algorithm [66]. However, stiffness values are still provided as the product of density and squared wave speed [49].

Before in vivo elastography was implemented, research on phantoms with areas of different stiffness was conducted. Mariappan et al. presented a phantom where the background was made up of 2% agarose gelatine and 2 soft inclusions which can be depicted in an MRI image as hyperintense areas made up of much softer 1% agar, and hypointense inclusions made up of stiffer 3% agar. The wavelength decreases in soft tissues and increases in a stiff environment. Shear stiffness was calculated using an inversion algorithm with directional filtering (LFE) and it is shown as an elastogram in kPa. Stiffness difference between inclusions and the background gel is evident and both soft and stiff inclusions can be visualised easily. Representative quantitative stiffness values can be calculated by averaging values presented in the areas of interest from the inside of these areas [49].

LIVER ELASTOGRAPHY

The use of magnetic resonance elastography for the diagnostics of liver diseases has been widely studied [6, 13]. Currently it is used in clinical practice in the assessment of liver fibrosis and cirrhosis in which the stiffness of pathologically changed liver is much higher than normal liver tissue. Liver stiffness is directly connected with the grade of fibrosis and increases along with the development of the disease [49]. Based on ROC, shear stiffness cut-off value of 2.93 kPa is considered optimal for distinguishing between healthy and diseased liver tissue with sensitivity and specificity of 98% and 99%, respectively. The possibilities of other imaging methods such as CT, US and
conventional MR are limited in disclosing the process of fibrosis, and they are effective in irreversible fibrosis only [67, 68].

MRE is considered as a method for early detection of non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), associated with obesity and type II diabetes, is a disease that affects 1/3 of the adult population in the US. It has been estimated that almost 25% of NAFLD patients will develop NASH which can induce liver cirrhosis [69]. Currently, the diagnosis of NASH can be confirmed only by liver biopsy. Therefore, there are great opportunities for the development of elastography in this field. MRE can be helpful in distinguishing simple hepatic steatosis from steatohepatitis before fibrosis occurs. MRE as a diagnostic method revealed that in patients with NAFLD and NASH but without liver fibrosis the measured stiffness was greater than in patients with simple hepatic steatosis [70].

Attempts to use liver elastography for the assessment of liver tumours have also been made and it seems to be a promising tool for their determination. Early detection of small tumours is a challenge since it is known that liver cirrhosis is the most important factor predisposing for the development of hepatocellular carcinoma [71]. It was stated that malignant liver tumours exhibit considerably higher shear stiffness values than benign tumours and healthy liver tissue, and a cut-off value of 5 kPa enables one to distinguish malignant tumours from benign lesions [11]. A potential limitation of this method can be cirrhosis of the liver in which the background possesses the same mechanical properties, i.e. stiffness, as the tumour. Hence the use of elastography in the assessment of liver tumours in hepatic cirrhosis requires further research [72].

Clinically, liver elastography is performed using a stationary pneumatic pressure-activated driver that generates low-frequency vibrations of 60 Hz in frequency. The active component of the driver is located outside the main resonance room and the vibrations are transmitted using a flexible tube to the passive driver – a disk of 19 mm in diameter and 1.5 mm in thickness that is located directly over the liver on the anterior wall of the thorax on its right side.

A modified phase gradient echo sequence incorporating a first moment nulled cyclic motion encoding gradients sensitive to through plane motion is used to image propagating shear waves. Synchronization of the elastography driver system to these gradients is achieved by means of an imager trigger. Trigger time is calibrated in order to sample four different phase offsets of that propagating wave field. A modified direct inversion (DI) algorithm is used to generate quantitative images – elastograms, which enable one to estimate the stiffness of liver tissue. Exemplary MRE sequence parameters are: repetition time (TR) / echo time (TE) – 50.0 / 22.2 ms, flip angle – 25 degrees; bandwidth – 260 Hz/pixel; matrix 256x64; slice thickness – 5 mm; FOV – 390 x 390 mm2. As many as 4 to 8 axial slices are acquired from different anatomical levels of the liver [6, 38, 64, 73].

Images presenting mechanical properties of tissues acquired in MRE are known as elastograms.

In the analysis of MRE images, the regions of interest ROI are placed on elastograms, and an averaged tissue stiffness value is calculated automatically and is provided in Pa. When locating ROIs, one should avoid regions rich in biliary ducts, large hepatic vessels, regions of the liver located directly under the driver and those prone to motion artefacts resulting from the heart, just as the left liver lobe [73].

MRE VERSUS OTHER METHODS OF LIVER FIBROSIS ASSESSMENT

The first transcutaneous liver biopsy was performed in 1923 and until today it remains the only available method of assessing the degree of the destruction of the liver tissue. Liver biopsy is a golden standard in the detection of liver fibrosis and liver cirrhosis [74, 75]. It is an invasive method and poses a higher risk of potential complications. The most frequent complication of liver biopsy is pain with different severity, frequently with accompanying vasovagal reactions and hypotension, and asymptomatic haemorrhages – subcapsular or intracapsular haematomae. Others include: puncture of the lung, pneumothorax, kidney puncture and colon puncture, especially in Chilaiditi syndrome, gallbladder/biliary tract puncture with accompanying jaundice, biliary colic, peritoneal and retroperitoneal haemorrhage. The risk of neoplastic spread along the biopsy canal was also reported on [75]. Liver biopsy is connected with a significant risk of sample size error, from 14 to 25 % when diagnosing liver cirrhosis. It should also be taken into account that histological assessment is subjective
and depends on the experience of the pathologist [76]. So that MRE is interesting due to its non-invasiveness.

MRE has proven a suitable method for the detection and staging of liver fibrosis. Yin et al. comparing 50 patients with liver disease confirmed by biopsy and 35 healthy subjects as a control group revealed 98% sensitivity and 99% specificity in detecting liver fibrosis with a cut-off value for stiffness of 2.93 kPa [8]. The ROC analysis also revealed that MRE could detect patients with moderate to severe liver fibrosis (stage F2–F4) and those with mild fibrosis (stage F0–F1) based on the META VIR system – histopathological system of liver staging [8]. The possibility of distinguishing moderate and severe cirrhosis from mild fibrosis is clinically important as treatment is indicated starting from the F2 stage according to the American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases [77]. The studies by Huwart et al. [5], Kim et al. [78], Rustogi et al. [77] and Wang et al. [7] revealed comparable sensitivity and specificity of this method.

Magnetic resonance elastography was also compared with ultrasound transient elastography (TE). Research by Huwart et al. conducted on a group of 141 patients with chronic liver disease proved that MRE was better than TE – a higher success rate was reported – 94% for MRE and 84% in TE [5]. What is also important, obesity or ascites do not influence MRE measurements, contrary to TE measurements [50]. Moreover, in MRE the whole liver is assessed, whereas TE provides opportunities for the assessment of an area of 1 x 4 cm over the right liver lobe. Although TE exhibits perfect sensitivity and specificity in the detection of liver fibrosis compared to biopsy, its value is limited to 70 % and 80 %, respectively when compared to MRE (86% and 85%, respectively) in the detection of intermediate stages of fibrosis (F2-F4) [51].

Diagnostic magnetic resonance elastography was also compared with diffusion-weighted MRI sequences. In cases of echo planar imaging (EPI) with different diffusion coefficient values we may acquire diffusion-weighted images, and the acquired apparent diffusion coefficient can be depicted as colourful maps comparable to elastograms. In the presence of fibrosis and cirrhosis, tissue diffusion is limited and ADC decreases [79]. ROC analysis revealed that MRE is more precise in staging of fibrosis when compared to DWI when histopathological examination was used as the reference standard. In 76 patients MRE showed greater predictive value in distinguishing the stage of fibrosis than DWI [10]. MRE also showed greater possibilities than DWI for the evaluation of F2, F3 and F4 stages, which proved significant in the AUC analysis. Although liver stiffness in elastography increases along with severity of fibrosis, no consistent relationships between the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and the stage of fibrosis have been stated [79].
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